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1. INTRODUCTION

3. LARGER ALPHABET SIZES

The Context-Tree-Weighting algorithm is an example of
an computationally efficient way to compute a Bayesian
mixture of context-tree models. In this talk I will present
several classes of models for which efficient mixing procedures exist. After briefly touching the binary CTW
method I will discuss an efficient way to determine the
MAP context tree model given an observed data sequence.
Then I discuss the way to extend this method to non-binary
alphabets. The decision tree problem requires a different
model class and I will briefly review a possible method
to find these trees using mixtures. Finally I will discuss
a problem of Bayesian classification using partially dependent features. This problem cannot be formulated efficiently in a context tree setting and I will discuss another
efficient mixture approach.

Often, when compressing textual data and other large alphabet data, not all possible symbols will occur in the
data. Let A be the large alphabet and let A[xT ] be the
set of letters occurring in xT , so A[xT ] ⊂ A. In [4] the
performance of probability assignments of the form

2. TREE MODELS
A Context-Tree model, which is essentially identical to a
FSMX source introduced by Rissanen in [1], defines conditional symbol probabilities
P (x1 |x0−k ),

(1)

where the conditioning strings form a proper and complete
set of variable length strings S. This defines sequence
probabilities, given a sufficiently long past, as
P (xT |x01−k1 , S) =

T
Y

P (xi |xi−1
i−ki ).

j=|A[xT ]|

(5)

was studied for several choices of wj and shown to achieve
the Krichevski-Trofimov [3] lower bound.
Another approach was taken in [5] where a binary decomposition of the alphabet A was used together with an
adapted binary Beta-mixture probability assignment. This
method appears to work better than the subset approach of
[4] even though the asymptotic performance is worse.
A computationally and storage efficient method to compute the Bayesian tree model mixture was presented in [6].
4. MAP MODEL SELECTION
Nohre [7] and Volf [8] independently presented a context
maximizing method to determine the maximum aposteriori probability tree model from a large set of possible tree
models, using the same model prior P (S) as in the CTW
mixture approach of Formula 3. The basic expression for
the maximizing approach is
s
Pm
(xT ) =

Here ki is the variable length of the current conditioning
string in S.
In the case where the xi ’s are binary symbols the ContextTree Weighting method [2] computes a Bayesian mixture
probability of P (xT |x0∗ ) with a special prior distribution
over al models S,
X
P (xT |x0∗ ) =
P (S)P (xT |x01−k1 , S).
(3)
S∈SD

The basic expression for this mixture computation is
Pe (xT ) + Pw0s (xT )Pw1s (xT )
.
2

P (x ) =



|A| − |A[xT ]|
wj
Pe (xT )
j − |A[xT ]|

(2)

i=1

Pws (xT ) =

|A|
X

T

(4)

Here s is a node in the context-tree and Pe (xT ) is the
Beta-mixture probability as presented in [3].

1
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1s T
max{Pe (xT ), Pm
(x )Pm
(x )}.
2

(6)

In [9] a computationally and storage efficient method was
presented to compute the maximizing probability and to
determine the MAP tree model.
5. OTHER MODEL CLASSES
First of all it is essential to realize that the conditioning
symbols in Formula 1 can be replaced by arbitrary variables, not necssarily previous symbols. In [10] more general tree models were considered. Especially the Class III
model class of that paper becomes quite important, e.g.
for decision trees. In this tree class the branches are allowed to select arbitrary variables from the conditioning
variables (also called features). So, in the original tree
model class, called Class-IV in [10], a model with three

features, say f1 , f2 , and f3 , could for example be defined
by the probabilities
P (x|f1 = 0, f2 = 0), P (x|f1 = 0, f2 = 1),
P (x|f1 = 1, f2 = 0, f3 = 0), P (x|f1 = 1, f2 = 0, f3 = 1),
P (x|f1 = 1, f2 = 1, f3 = 0), P (x|f1 = 1, f2 = 1, f3 = 1).
In the case that the following holds,
P (x|f1 = 1, f2 = 0, f3 = 0) = P (x|f1 = 1, f2 = 1, f3 = 0)
P (x|f1 = 1, f2 = 0, f3 = 1) = P (x|f1 = 1, f2 = 1, f3 = 1)
Class III allows a simpler description, namely
P (x|f1 = 0, f2 = 0),

P (x|f1 = 0, f2 = 1),

P (x|f1 = 1, f3 = 0),

P (x|f1 = 1, f3 = 1).

Finally I want to mention a non-tree models that can
be used in Bayesian classification problems. Consider an
object O that belongs to a class c from a finite set of possible classes and that is described by a feature vector f k of
length k. We consider the conditional feature vector probability P (f k |c). The “naive Bayes” filter assumes conditionally independent features so
P (f k |c) =

k
Y

P (fi |c).

(7)
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In [11] an extention of this filter is studied. There it is
assumed that the feature vector can be partitioned into a
number of mutually dependent features while the partition
elements are mutually independent. e.g. let f 7 be partitioned into {f13 , f4 , f56 , f7 }. This defines the probaility
k

P (f |c) =

P (f13 |c)P (f4 |c)P (f56 |c)P (f7 |c).

(8)

The class is the set of all models derived from all possible
partitions. [11] discusses computationally efficient ways
to calculate a Bayesian mixture over all possible models
for several class definitions.
6. CONCLUSION
Bayesian mixtures are a powerfull approach to optimal
compression, classification, model selection, and so on.
Their disadvantage often is the computational complexity of determining the mixture. The various context-tree
mixture algorithms and the feature vector mixture method
are examples where an independant local behaviour of the
model class allows a more efficient computation by a recursive partitioning of the computations.
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